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was repeated when the ejected cuckoo, together with a
young titlark, was returned to the nest. Other experiments of a similar nature were made subsequently with
nestling buntings.
The volume closes with a few
general, and by no means original, notes on the lifehistory of the cuckoo. \Ve are afraid that we cannot
congratulate either Mr. Craig or the author on the
theory advanced to account for the peculiar breedinghabits of the cuckoo. It is argued that if the bird laid a
clutch of eggs in the usual manner the offspring would
quarrel among themselves owing to their aggressive
habits, the author of this theory forgetting that the
disposition in question in the young is doubtless correlated with the present laying habit of the parent.
R.L.

Physics: a Text-book for Secondary Schools. By Prof.
Frederick Slate. Pp. xxi + 414. (New York: the
Macmillan Company ; London : Macmillan and Co.,
Ltd., 1902.) Price 6s.
THIS book is intended for young people from. sixteen to
eighteen years of age, and consequently deals with physics
of an elementary standard. It is for use in the classroom rather than in the laboratory, and details of practical
work have been omitted ; whilst considerable stress is
laid on ample illustration by means of lecture experiments.
There are some diagrams, but no pictures of apparatus
or phenomena; these the student is to .draw for himself
from what he sees. Much of the text is written in a
spirit of suggestion or question, with the view of making
the student think and reason for himself. In the first
section of the book there is very little about kinetics, and
ideas concerning force are gained from weight. ="! ewton's
laws are not stated formally, and work is not discussed
until late in the section on heat.
Altogether we think the standard is very elementary,
and it is an open question whether students of the ages
seventeen to eighteen would not profit more by a rather
deeper study of one or two branches of physics in place
of this wide review of the whole subject. This, however,
must be left to the individual teacher ; some will certainly
be delighted with this book, others, we feel sure, will
S. S.
prefer to treat the subject quite differently.
L'Electricittf (dtfduite de!' Experience et ramentfe au Pn"nape des Travaux virtue!s). By M. E. Carvallo. Pp. 91.
(Paris : C. Naud.) Price 2 francs.
Les Phenomenes tflectriques chez les i:tres vivants. By
M. Mendelssohn. Pp. 99· (Paris: C. Naud.) Price
2 francs.
BOTH these volumes belong to the valuable " Scientia ''
series of short monographs upon important scientific
topics.
M. Carvallo's book contains a concise mathematical
treatment of electrical principles based upon the theories
of Helmholtz and Maxwell and the principles of virtual
work.
The second book contains a complete discussion of
electrical phenomena observed in the muscles, nerves,
skin, glands, nerve-centres and sense-organs. Separate
chapters are also devoted to electrical fish, to the phenomena observed in certain forms of vegetation and to a
historical review of the entire subject.
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"The Primrose and Darwinism."
to make a short reply in answer to two or three of
your reviewer's criticisms on "The Primrose and Darwinism,''
and on its author, which appeared in your issue of August 28.
"We do not propose," to adopt the words of your reviewer,
"to go through the whole review, but to discuss one or two
points and to leave your readers to judge of the remainder."
My first and chiefest point is in reference to the charge which
the reviewer makes in the following statement (p. 4II) :-"Theonly point which is worthy of notice" (relative to the cleistogamic flowers) "is a quotation (Prim. and Dar., ,P· 191) from
Darwin's' Form of Flowers,' which has several copytst'smistakes,
and, moreover, contains interpolated words which do not
occur in the original, the whole being within inverted commas.
It is this sort of treatment of Darwin's text that makes it
almost impossible to read the 'Field Naturalist.'"
I give here an exact copy of Darwin's paragraph from "Form
of Flowers," p. 323, and an exact copy both of words and
inverted commas of my own comments on Darwin's statement.
It will be evident to every reader that Darwin's own observations are always marked off by inverted commas, and that my
own comments are not included within the commas.
Your
reviewer seems to have read my comment with exceeding
carelessness.
DES! RE

J)arwbz's
most singular fact
about the present species is
that long-styled deistogamic
flowers are produced by the
long·styled plants, and midstyled as well as short-styled
cleistogamic Rowers by the
other two forms ; so t8at there
! are three kinds of cleistogamic
and three kinds of perfect
flowers produced by this one
species!
of the heterostyled species of Oxalis are
more or lt:ss sterile, many
absolutely so, if niegitimately
fertilised with their own form
pollen. It is therefore pro·
bable that the pollen of the
cleistogamic flowers has been
moditied in power, so as to
act on their own stigmas, for
they yield an abundance of
seeds" (p. 323 of last edition,

!892).

1lfy o--..vn comment.
But in Oxalis Sensitiva '"the Iong·styled
cleistogarnic Hower;; are produced by longstyled plants ; the mld·styled as well as the
short-styled cleistogamic flowers are produced respectively by the other two forms;.
so !that there are three kinds of cleistogamic and three kinds of perfect flowers
produced by this one species"
Fl.,
p. 323). Now, as Darwin, from his ttet
experiments, concluded Lhat "most of
the hetero-styled species of Oxrelis are
more or tess sterile, many absolutely so, if
illegitimately fertilised wtth their own form
pollen" (F. 1.-1., p. 323), he had in someway
to account for this extreme contradiction in
results Let ween the naturally abundant (er ..
tility of these cleistogamic flowers, and his
own results, which we have given above, of
Lythrrtm Salicaria, under the unnatural
method of experimenting with his net,
Under this ditTH;ulty, Darwin suggests, "it
is probahle that the pollen of the cleistogamic
flowers has been modified in power, so as te>
act on their stigma...;, for they yield an
abundance of seed •• (F. Fl., p. 323. Theitalics are ours). (Prim. ilnd Dar., p. 191.)

,F.

Again the reviewer states that the " Field Naturalist's"
sentence (p. I 1) :-"To attribute the capacity for fertilisation in
the unprotected flowers to the bees is perfectly gratuitous, as the
flowers under the net (when bees were excluded) 'when they
to\.lched the net and the wind blew' produced seeds without
any cross-fertilisation "--contains, in the words 'when they
touchet! the net and the wind blew,' an "incorrect quotation'' (p. 409).
Darwin's 1.vords are:"Salvia tcnori.
Quite
sterile ; but two or three
flowers on the summits ·of
three o£ the spikes, which
touched the net when the
wind blew, produced a few
seeds" (Cr. and S.F., p. 362).

1l:ly quotation.
Salvia tenori under the net, Darwin tells
us, "was quite sterile; but two or three
flowers on the summit of the spikes, whick
touclted the rtet -when the ovind blew, pro-·
duced a few seeds" (Cr. and S.F., p. 3621.
The italics are ours). (Prim. and Dar.,
p. 11.)

Elementary Chemical Analysis. Distinguisht"ng Tables
The quotation is word for word from Darwin in .the italicised
and Tests.
By Prof. P. Carmody.
Pp. v+ 3;.
(Trinidad: D. Adamson and Co., 1<)02.) Price 2s. 6d. words; yet the reviewer takes no notice of this, but produces a
merely shortened form a few lines below, and which though
IN those laboratories where a course of qualitative shortened
conveys exactly the same sense, and calls it " an
analysis is the plan adopted to give a knowledge of incorrect quotation " !
practical chemistry, these tables may prove useful. The
One more charge of this kind of your reviewer scarcely needs
reactions for the metals and acids are arranged in a being noticed. Hut I notice it in order to avoid any misintertabular form, and by means of the tables the student pretation if I passed it over. The charge is one in reference to
learns, not only the ordinary methods of separation for Sarot!zamnus scoparius. Darwin states concerning it (Cr. and
S. F., p. 36o) :-"Extremely sterile when the flowers are neither
the metals, but also their other dis.tincti ve tests.
NO.
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visited by bees, nor disturbed by being beaten by the wind exposed to the unlimited influence of sun, wind, dew and ?ther
against the surrounding net."
reviewer
:-" The atmospheric agencies; and to show that Nature must be mterF;etd iVaturalist quotes the passage mcorrectly, omtttmg ' when pretcd under the atmospheric C?I_ldition? .
she. herself
the flowers are neither visited by bees.'" In my chapter beaded provides, and not under those cond1t10ns mtmmtsed and 10 some
"The Sterilising Influence of Darwin's Net," where the quota· cases almost absolutely intercepted.
tion occurs the bees in this reference-as they were excluded
AUTHOR OF "PRIMROSE AND DARWIN.ISM."
September 2.
nothing whatever to do with the subject, and so
by the
reference to them was omitted ; the effect of the net and of the
net alone on fertilisation was there being discussed.
I:>: my review of "The Primrose and lhrwinism," I thought
Such are the passages which the reviewer cites as misquoted it necessary to call attention to the inaccuracy of the author in
or interpolated. I should have esteemed it a deep d!shonour if the matter of quotation, but I had not the least intention of
I had knowingiy misquoted any statement of Darwm, or had accusing him of anything more than carelessness. For instance,
interpolated any words in quotations from Darwin, and should in the case of Sarothammo, to· which he refers in his letter, I
not lightly have excused myself even had it been done carelessly or was quite ready to believe that the omission of words within
unwittingly. To avoid all such charges like those of the re. inverted commas was an oversight. B.tt· in his letter he tells us
viewer, I distinctly state in the preface:-" 'Ve have carefully that they were omitted because •' the bees in this reference-as
given the references to all the passages quoted, or referred to, they were excluded by the net-had nothing whatever to do with
in the following pages." This was done that every reader , the subject." He stands self-convicted of knowingly altering
might find without trouble, if he desired, the original passages 'I what he.quotes, but I readily believe that he is guilty of nothing
and could compare the quotation with them.
worse than ignorance of the usage of literary work.
At p. 409, the reviewer cites from "The Primrose and
The Field Naturalist objects to my statement that there are
Darwinism" :-"In calm weather the net would prevent the '• several copyist's mistakes'' as well as ''interpolated words"
free access of the wind and would prevent it from shaking, and on p. 191 of his book. I theref,>re give the passage in his book
so from freely disturbing and
pollen" .(p.
and to which I referred, followed by the corrections needed to make
states "not a particle of evidence IS given from h1s pmnt of it agree with "Forms of Flowers," ed. ii. p. 323 1
view." The evidence in this case is supplied by Darwin him·
But in Oxalis sensitiva "the long·,tyled cleistogamic flowers
self:-" In all cases the flowers were pro:ccted from the wind'' are produced by long·styled plants ; the mid·styled as well as
(Cr. and S.F., p. 23!; and again, as quoted in !'rim. and Dar., the short·styled cleistogamic flowers are produced respectively
"The wind docs hardly anything in the way of conveying by the other two forms."
pollen from plant to plant when insects are excluded" (F. of
The mistakes are : Fl., p. 93).
.
For " the long·styled read the " long·styled.
The reviewer says, "When the author ventures on suggestmg
For produced by long·styled read produced by the longa function we are liable to come across such a theory, as the styled.
orifice in the carina of Lotus is to serve for the ventilation of the
For the mid·styled read and mid·styled.
to
pollen stored within the carina." As I spent three and a
For the short·styled rea•! short·stylcd.
four years of my life in the uninterruptecl study of physiOlogy
Dele, produced respectively.
and its sister sciences, there still remains a sufficient residuum of
If the Field Naturalist really considers this a justifiable
its flavour in the cask that I can venture to assert that if your sample of the art of citation l shall be surprised.
reviewer will only consult a compete':ll physiologist . about. a
'Vith regard to Salvia tmori, the Field Naturalist complains
pistil surrounded with packed pollen m a closed canna, hke that I describe (p. 409) the words, "when they touched the
Fig. 13, p. 132 (Sowerby's
Botany,". v. iii.), of th.e net and the wind blew''(" The Primrose," &c., p. 11) as an in·
Lotus he will tell the renewer that such ventilatiOn of a cone, 1f correct quotation. \Vhen I read the phrase in question I was
not absolutely necessary in every season, yet would be
so much surprised to find these words attributed to !l.fr. Darwin
necessary in some seasons, and would be very conducive 10 that I turned to his book, where I found, " which touched the
all seasons to the healthy fertilisation and fructification oft he pod. net when the wind blew." I still think that the Field Naturalist
Finally, the reviewer states, "the author makes the astonish- is not justified in placing within inverted commas a passage
ing statement that Darwin's predecessors are to be commended which does not occur in the
; nor can I agree with him
for strictly subordinating theory to natural facts. They thus that the correct and incorrect versions convey " exactly the
happily a voided the error into which Darwin, in this instance same sense." This. was the only inaccuracy in regard to
at least, most assuredly and most conspicuously fell." The Salvia tenori to which I called attention in my review; but I
reference here is to the dimorphism of the primrose and to now learn, from the parallel passages given in the Field
Darwin's statement in reference to such a state-" One form of Naturalist's letter, that he quotes inc.>rrectly the words "tw:l
Primula must unite with the other form in order to produce full or three flowers ·on· the summits of three of the spikes,"
fertility'' ("Form of Flowers," pp. 49, 56).
And again, changing them by a not unimportant omission to "two or three
"heterostyled flowers stand in the reciprocal relation of different flowers on the summits of the spikes."
sexes to each other" ("Form of Flowers," pp. 2, 28, 245).
Lastly, the Field Naturalist complains of my saying that he
The late Professor J. S. I lem;low was acquainted wit.h the has not a " particle of evidence" for his point of view in regard to
heterostylism of the primrose as stated (and quoted) by me m the the supposed injurious effect of the net in keeping the wind from
preface to the book, but Darwin alone fell into the error that the experimental plants. lie goes on : " The evidence in this
"the two forms stood in the reciprocal relation of different sexes case is supplied by Darwin himself. ' In all cases the flowers
to each other." I will leave to the judgment of botanists who were protected from the wind.'" \Vhat we want is not evidence
are also acquainted
the long·to.ngu.ed
acute':!a of protection from wind, but evidence that such protection has
and Lepidoptera to dectde the questiOn m the spnng by observu1g any hurtful effect on the reproductive organs of the plants.
the flowers from the middle of March to the end of April,
The rest of the Field Naturalist's remarks do not seem to
whether the short·styled primrose, though fully productive, is me to call for reply.
THF. \VR!TER OF THF. REVIF.W.
cross.fertilised by insects.
In the same way we will leave to all observers or
A Method of Treating Parallels,
by their observing the flowers in the month of 111ay, the questiOn
whether the Antm is not, with possibly some very accidental
In your issue of July 3, just to hand, Dr. Richardson suggests
exceptions, "a purely self-fertilised flower." "ve. know of no a method of treating parallels which differs from the orthoJox
English plant which gives
more .ea?Ily
Euclidean method. Improvements of a kin:i similar to that
evidence to the fact of self-fert1hsat10n.
This ts our decided suggested by him will go far towards rendering the teaching of
.opinion after having examined more than 500 specimens of opened geometry more effective than it is at present. I differ from him
spathes and found in them no evidence to the contrary.
.
to a slight degree in this particular instance, in that I consider
After examining these cases the reviewer will not, I thtnk, it preferable to take the more general case of equal inclination
.. find it hard to tell why this book was written." But lest of parallels to any straight line which cuts them as expressing
he should still after that lind a difficulty, I will tell him myself. the clearest and most useful conception of parallelism. By
It was and is, to show that artificial experiments conducted constituting sameness of direction the criterion of puallelsunder
close-meshed net was an unnatural and very defective direction being purely rdative, this sameness is determined by
in flowers when
method to discover the operations of
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